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With the westward movement of national government, the heart of financial 
institution also moved westward. Chongqing became one of the financial centers 
in China and The Southwest China became a main investing and constructing 
region of national government during The Anti-Japanese War(the period is 
replaced by the word of “The War”  in the following content). Around this 
breakthrough, the dissertation focuses on inspecting the following content: The 
investment of the Headquarter of Four-Joint-Banks(HFJB)---the highest 
financial institution of Kuomintang(KMT) government----in industry and 
agriculture in  The Southwest was an important factor in affecting industrial 
and agricultural economy  in The Southwest China. The core of the dissertation, 
starting from constructing financial networks which led to the change of 
financial structure of The Southwest, is financial institution, financial structure 
and financial development and their effects in industrial and agricultural 
economy in The Southwest, laying emphasis on the course of formation of 
financial center in The Southwest, the space structure of financial networks and 
their characteristics, the process of the combination of financial capital with 
industrial and agricultural capital and its performance, etc. 
The dissertation is composed of five chapters. 
Chapter One analyzes the mapping out and foundation background of 
HFJB and the establishment of its monopoly status, demonstrates the effect of 
HFJB on  The Southwest’s economy from the transition angle of financial 
institution and regional economy, disclosing the inherent links between finance 
and economy. By building a financial networks with Chongqing as its center in 
The Southwest, HFJB changed the financial structure and financial market in  
The Southwest rapidly. From changing financial structure to facilitating 
financial development and finally financial pervasion, combining financial 














Chapter Two discusses the combination of financial capital with industrial 
capital. By providing loans to industry and mining enterprises through HFJB, 
the national government invested unprecedented much of capital in  The 
Southwest, which inflecting the interrelations between financial investment of 
HFJB and industrial and mining enterprises in the The Southwest. The loans 
provided by the four banks and two bureaus under HFJB was an important 
factor in affecting industrial and mining enterprises directly during The War. 
National government, denizens and entrepreneurs all came to realize that all 
needed by people and armies had to depend on industry development in home 
front during The War, so government, merchants and most entrepreneurs all had 
their bosoms filled with enthusiasm of pinning their hopes on government 
investment in industry in home front, making up their mind to construct their 
country during the War. Financial institution of the country shouldered the 
unprecedented tasks of industries’ shift and reconstruction. From the industries’ 
inner movement to The Southwest since “Eight One Three” in 1937 to the 
industrial construction in  The Southwest home front, most money were from 
the investment of HFJB. 
Chapter Three analyzes The Agricultural Loan policies of HFJB, the 
formation of financial networks in rural of  The Southwest and the relation 
between the rural economic development and agricultural loans in  The 
Southwest, demonstrating the pervasion of the national capital of KMT 
government in rural economy in The Southwest during The War , disclosing the 
nature of bureaucrat capital. It was after The War that great changes in China’s 
rural financial development in modern times had taken place. During this period 
the national government increased agricultural investment, in which bank loans 
occupied an substantial place in rural finance, in order to strengthen the 
provisionment of the home front. It was also during this period that the national 
government promoted rural cooperation movements by power, making the old 
rural finance and the new one exist side by side, with the new rural financial 













old ones in the rural society of  The Southwest. 
Chapter Four mainly expresses the effect of inflation led by financial 
institution, currency issuance and the financial market fluctuation on industry 
and agriculture in  The Southwest. The financial structure and  financial 
institution managed by the HFJB changed the national government’s balanced 
budget and its order, leading to price fluctuation and high inflation during The 
War, which greatly affected industrial and agricutural production in The 
Southwest. To deal with the hyperinflation, national government took a large 
number of anti-inflationary measures, whose defeat was the fundamental reason 
why the economy in  The Southwest declined. 
Chapter Five summarizes and appraises the contribution and efficiency of 
the HFJB to  The Southwest economy during the War, analyzing the capital 
essence of the national government, evaluating the performance of the HFJB 
loans to industry and agriculture  and its institution, pointing out that the main 
purpose for the national government to develop and build  The Southwest was 
to meet the need of The War, its development policies and measures manifested 
short term behavior and traits, which led to the efficient limitations. 
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